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ABSTRACT

The accurate and reproducible control of intense electromagnetic fields localized on the nanoscale is essential for the engineering of optical
sensors based on the surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) effect. In this paper, using rigorous generalized Mie theory (GMT) calculations
and a combined top-down/bottom-up nanofabrication approach, we design and experimentally demonstrate ∼108 spatially averaged, reproducible
SERS enhancement in deterministic aperiodic arrays of Au nanoparticles with different length scales. Deterministic aperiodic arrays of 200 nm
diameter nanocylinders are first fabricated using electron-beam lithography on quartz substrates, and smaller size (30 nm diameter) Au
nanoparticles are subsequently positioned by in situ Au reduction at regions of maximum field enhancement. These multiscale structures,
which we call “plasmonic nanogalaxies”, feature a cascade enhancement effect due to the strong electromagnetic interactions of small satellite
nanoparticles with localized fields in aperiodic arrays of nanocylinders. The development of SERS substrates based on aperiodic arrays with
different length scales provides a novel strategy to engineer plasmon-enhanced biosensors with chemical fingerprinting capability.

Introduction. Surface-enhanced Raman scattering is one of
the most promising applications of the enhanced optical fields
generated by the excitation of localized surface plasmon
modes in the proximity of metal nanostructures. The SERS
spectrum reveals the vibrational modes of the target mol-
ecules, thus conveying specific information with fingerprint-
ing accuracy. Furthermore, the sensitivity of SERS mea-
surements is one of the highest among analytical techniques,
potentially leading to single molecule detection.1,2

While the SERS signal from a particular molecule is
affected by both chemical and electromagnetic contributions,3

it is now widely accepted that the dominant factor in SERS
sensing results from the electromagnetic local field enhance-
ment due to the resonant excitation of localized plasmon
modes in metal nanostructures.4,5 Therefore, in the field of
SERS spectroscopy it is essential to engineer high electro-
magnetic fields with reproducible characteristics on metal-
dielectric nanostructures. Traditionally, SERS enhancement
has often been achieved using chemically prepared metal
nanoparticle aggregates and roughened metal surfaces, which
are both examples of random systems described by statistical
fractal models.6,7 Using these nanoparticle aggregates, char-

acterized by scale invariant interactions6,7 and extremely
small interparticle separations,8 large values of SERS en-
hancement (∼1012-1014) resulting in single molecule detec-
tion sensitivity under conditions of electronic enhancement
were reported. More recently, similar SERS substrates have
also been used to demonstrate label-free detection of explo-
sives,9,10 protein binding and hybridization events,11,12 and
viral particle and bacterial cell detection.13-17

However, all these approaches rely on localized surface
plasmons in nanoparticle aggregates with random morphol-
ogies, suffering from lack of reproducibility and the absence
of simple engineering design rules. Therefore, there is
currently a strong need for “rationally designed”, strongly
enhancing planar SERS substrates fabricated using reproduc-
ible nanolithographic approaches, enabling the engineering
of localized fields on the nanoscale. In this effort, electron-
beam lithography (EBL) is an ideal method for the fabrication
of SERS substrates owing to the ability to accurately control
the shape, size, and morphology of structures down to ∼15
nm. Experimentally measured ensemble-averaged Raman
enhancements of 104-106 have been recently demonstrated
from substrates produced by EBL.18-20 Although feature sizes
in the 1-5 nm range, which are attainable with chemically
fabricated substrates, cannot be written using EBL lithog-
raphy, the reproducibility of the EBL technique provides a
high level of control of nanoparticle positions, morphologies,
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and array geometries. In particular, the accurate control of
nanoparticle positions enables the design and engineering
of “structural field enhancement effects” induced by the
interplay of far-field electrodynamical interactions (diffractive
modes) and near-field electrostatic coupling (lighting rod
effect) in arrays of metal nanoparticles with complex
geometries. Our recent computational and experimental work
has demonstrated engineered structural field enhancement
in deterministic aperiodic nanoparticle arrays with minimum
interparticle separations of 25 nm, resulting in the formation
of reproducible electromagnetic hot spots with up to ∼105

and 107 spatially-averaged SERS enhancement factors in
aperiodic arrays of nanocylinders and nanotriangles, respec-
tively.21,22

Large values of SERS enhancement have also been
reported for a number of substrates fabricated by bottom-up
techniques, including plasmonic core-shell nanoparticles,23

nanoflowers, nanoplanets, and nanolenses.24-26 Common to
all these approaches is the presence of sharp metal features
and/or synergistic multiscale plasmonic interactions. The
highest SERS enhancement factor ∼1013 has been in fact
predicted for a three-particle system called “electromagnetic
nanolens”,26-30 and attributed to a cascade enhancement
effect. In this system, the local optical field of a large metal
nanoparticle, enhanced by the excitation of a surface plasmon
mode, acts as the local excitation field for the smaller
nanoparticles, leading to a further boost of the field enhance-
ment. The key idea behind this approach is to induce a
successive transfer of electromagnetic energy at multiple
length scales that leads to extremely large field concentration.
Metal nanolenses have been recently fabricated by laser
ablation26 as well as by using DNA templates,30 and the
experimentally measured enhancement factors in these nano-
structures are ∼109. However, these fabricated nanostructures
are formed in an aqueous solution which limits their practical
applicability.

In this paper, we introduce novel SERS substrates termed
“aperiodic nanogalaxies”, in which aperiodic metal nano-
particle arrays fabricated by EBL are decorated with smaller

nanoparticles at predefined locations to initiate a cascade
enhancement effect (nanolensing). Differently from previous
approaches based on nanolens fabrication,26,30 our method
enables the realization of multiscale nanostructures on planar
reproducible substrates by using conventional nanofabrication
techniques. Aperiodic nanogalaxies provide large and re-
producible Raman enhancements by combining two elec-
tromagnetic field enhancement mechanisms: long-range
diffractive coupling (multiple light scattering) and cascaded
near-field enhancement effects in multiscale deterministic
aperiodic structures. Our experimental Raman measurements
reveal that highly reproducible spatially aVeraged Raman
enhancement factors on the order of 108 can be achieved
using aperiodic nanogalaxies. The experimental measure-
ments are fully rationalized within a semianalytical electro-
dynamical treatment based on the generalized Mie theory.31

Cascade Field Enhancement in Multiscale Aperiodic
Structures. We have previously demonstrated theoreti-
cally22,32 and experimentally21,22 that deterministic aperiodic
metal nanoparticle arrays fabricated by EBL can be used for
the generation of highly localized optical fields at predefined
locations in a wide frequency range.33 The experimentally
measured SERS enhancement from p-mercaptoaniline (pMA)
molecules in different (Fibonacci, Thue-Morse and Rudin-
Shapiro) aperiodic arrays of Au nanoparticles are ap-
proximately a factor of ∼10 larger than those observed in
periodic arrays with comparable particle sizes and separa-
tions.22 Electromagnetic simulations (see Figure 1a) con-
firmed by NSOM measurements21,22 of the electric field
distribution in aperiodic Fibonacci arrays have revealed
deterministic patterns of well-defined hot spots localized in
the gaps between dimer-like structures. These aperiodic hot-
spot distributions are explained by the interplay of short-
range plasmonic coupling with the excitation of long-range
photonic-plasmonic resonant modes.22,34

Here we show that by positioning smaller size nanopar-
ticles overlapping the hot-spot locations in aperiodic nano-
particle arrays we can significantly boost the local electric
fields through cascade enhancement effects similar to nano-

Figure 1. (a) Electric field distribution featuring hot spots in the array of 200 nm diameter Au nanospheres arranged according to the
Fibonacci sequence with minimum interparticle separation of 50 nm illuminated by an x-polarized plane wave at λ ) 785 nm. (b) Raman
enhancement in a dimer and in various multiscale structures as a function of the interparticle gap width (w). The geometries and the field
distributions in (c) a dimer (w ) 25 nm), (d) a nanocluster dimer (w ) 25 nm), (e) a 200 nm diameter dimer with a 50 nm separation and
a 30 nm diameter nanosatellite attached to one of the spheres (w ) 19 nm), and (f) a 200 nm diameter dimer with a 20 nm diameter satellite
positioned between two spheres separated by 30 nm (w ) 5 nm).
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lensing. In order to explore the feasibility of the proposed
approach, we first performed rigorous GMT electrodynamical
calculations of the local field distributions and Raman
enhancement scaling, estimated as in ref 22, for different
multiscale dimer structures at λ ) 785 nm. This computa-
tional approach provides an analytical solution to the full-
vector Maxwell’s equations, including retardation effects and
all the necessary multipolar orders, enabling the most
accurate treatment of both the near and the far-field responses
of nanoparticle arrays of nanospheres arranged in arbitrary
geometries.

Figure 1a shows the calculated hot-spots distribution for
a Fibonacci nanoparticle array with 200 nm diameter Au
nanoparticles and 50 nm minimum interparticle separation.
This structure exhibits a regular hot-spot lattice of dimer
junctions with local fields enhanced by both quasi-static
interactions and long-range multiple scattering, as discussed
in refs 21 and 22. In order to reduce the computational
complexity, here we discuss cascade enhancement effects
in nanoparticle dimer structures. A more general analysis
can be performed on multiparticle deterministic aperiodic
structures, at increased computational cost, without affecting
the main design conclusions presented in this section.

In Figure 1b we compare the gap scaling of the Raman
enhancement in proximity to a nanoparticle dimer (Figure
1c) with the behavior of various multiscale dimer-like
structures. The first multiscale structure we consider is a
dimer of nanoparticle clusters (Figure 1d), which has been
recently demonstrated experimentally using periodic nano-
particle cluster arrays (NCAs).35 The other two multiscale
structures considered are nanosphere dimers decorated with
a smaller satellite particle either attached to one of the spheres
(Figure 1e) or positioned at midgap (Figure 1f). In order to
study a configuration with attached nanosatellites, which
corresponds to the local geometry of the experimental
substrates employed in this study, we positioned the
satellite nanoparticle in the dimer junction 1 nm away from
the surface of one of the large particles. This choice of
interparticle separation results from the fact that classical
electromagnetic GMT simulations cannot be reliably used
for shorter interparticle distances, due to the increasing
importance of nonlocal quantum effects at such short
separations.36 In Figure 1b we study the scaling of the local
field enhancement for different multiscale structures as a
function of the dimer gap width. The gap width is measured
as the edge-to-edge separation between two nanospheres
(Figure 1c), between two nanoparticle clusters (Figure 1d),
or between the smaller and a larger nanoparticles for the
dimers decorated with nanosatellites (Figure 1e,f). The results
presented in Figure 1b for all the structures clearly demon-
strate the merit of the multiscale approach, which results in
the field enhancement values exceeding by 3 to 4 orders of
magnitude the enhancement achieved in a bare nanoparticle
dimer. We also found that the Raman enhancement increases
nonlinearly with narrowing interparticle gaps, and the largest
enhancement is predicted for the dimer structures decorated
with a smaller nanoparticle satellite, since the presence of
different length scales strongly focuses the plasmonic local

fields around the smaller particle. As shown in Figure 1e,
the strongest field enhancement is always observed when
particles are nearly touching (Figures 1d-f). Consequently,
the steepest enhancement scaling with gap widths can be
observed for the dimer decorated with a satellite at the center,
while smoother scaling laws are observed in all other cases,
which are already closer to the optimal geometry.

The results shown in Figure 1d also demonstrate that the
Raman enhancement in NCAs (nanocluster dimer)35 is
dominated by the short-distance quasi-static electromagnetic
coupling between the particles inside each cluster. We
anticipate that the symmetry of the NCAs can also play a
crucial role in determining the overall field enhancement.
Here for simplicity we considered hexagonal close packed
NCAs as recently demonstrated experimentally.34 Interest-
ingly, our data show that the enhancement in the NCAs
reaches a maximum at ∼10 nm intercluster separation and
subsequently decreases for smaller ones. This behavior is
attributed to the formation of delocalized plasmonic modes,
which couple the entire NCA volumes at separations smaller
than 10 nm.

The performances of the considered multiscale structures
can be further optimized by tuning the relative positions and
sizes of the nanoparticles. In Figure 2 we show this
optimization in the case of satellite-decorated dimer structures
which show the largest enhancement for all the gap separa-
tions (Figure 1b). In Figure 2a we compare the field
enhancement of an incident plane wave (λ ) 785 nm) in
the vicinity of a dimer (200 nm diameter spheres) with the
one observed by positioning a 30 nm nanosatellite in the
dimer local field at different angular positions. The plots in
Figure 2a correspond to the field enhancement probed 1 nm
away from the surface of one of the larger spheres (blue)
and the maximum value of field enhancement on the dimer

Figure 2. (a) Maximum electric field enhancement in a dimer
of 200 nm diameter Au nanoparticles (nanoplanets) separated
by a 50 nm gap and decorated with a 30 nm diameter Au
nanosatellite attached to one of the larger spheres as a function
of the satellite angular position (red). For comparison, the field
enhancement on a periphery of an undecorated dimer measured
1 nm away from the sphere surface is also shown as a function
of the angular position (blue). The inset shows the schematic of
the decorated dimer and the used coordinate system. (b) Field
enhancement in a dimer decorated with a satellite located at θ
) 180° as a function of the nanoplanets and the satellite
diameter. The absolute values of the electric field are shown as
white labels on the contour plot. (c) Field enhancement in the
undecorated dimer as a function of the nanoplanets diameters.
All the structures are illuminated by an x-polarized plane wave
at λ ) 785 nm.
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decorated with a smaller particle (red). It can be seen in
Figure 2a that the angular trend of the enhancement remains
approximately the same in both cases (the slight shift of the
red curve is due to the fact that the maximum enhancement
occurs on the surface of the satellite rather than at its center).
Analogously, parts b and c of Figure 2 show the same trend
of the enhancement scaling with the sizes of larger spheres
in the bare and the decorated dimers. We conclude that,
differently from the case of NCAs, where short-range quasi-
static coupling dominates the field enhancement, the elec-
tromagnetic response of the decorated dimer structures is
driven by the focusing of plasmonic local fields around the
smaller particle, resulting in a cascade enhancement more
similar to the nanolensing case. The presence of the
nanosatellite does not significantly affect the overall spatial
field pattern in the dimer, as the polarizability of the satellite
(proportional to its volume) is significantly smaller than that
of the larger nanoparticles. Therefore, on the basis of our
analysis we anticipate that the multiscale approach can further
enhance the field intensity in the hot spots of aperiodic arrays
of metal nanoparticles, which are additionally strongly
influenced by long-range diffractive coupling,21,22,32,33 while
keeping the deterministic character of the hot spots distribu-
tions virtually unchanged. In the next sections, we will
experimentally demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed
design and quantitatively assess its SERS performances.

Fabrication. The aperiodic nanogalaxy structures were
fabricated by employing a combination of top-down e-beam
nanolithography to define Fibonacci, Thue-More, and Rudin-
Shapiro arrays of nanocylinders (200 nm diameter, 30 nm
height) with separations ranging between 25 and 100 nm
followed by bottom-up in situ chemical Au reduction to
attach smaller nanoparticles (satellites). These three aperiodic
structures are the representative examples of the three main
classes of deterministic aperiodic systems, and their plas-
monic scattering properties have been investigated in detail
elsewhere.22,32,34,37,38 A reference periodic structure consisting
of a square-lattice periodic array has also been fabricated
for comparison. A 180 nm thick layer of PMMA (poly(m-
ethyl methacrylate)) was spin-coated on top of the cleaned
substrate (quartz microscope slide with 10 nm of ITO for
conduction). The aperiodic nanopatterns were defined using
a Zeiss SUPRA 40 VP scanning electron microscope
equipped with a Raith Beam Blanker and nanometer pattern
generation system (NPGS) with current and area dosage of
38 pA and 400 µC/cm2, respectively. After the resist was
developed in a 1:3 solution of MIBK (methyl isobutyle
ketone) and IPA (isopropanol), a 30 nm thick Au film was
deposited on the patterned surface by electron-beam evapo-
ration. Finally, liftoff was performed using acetone leaving
the designed Au nanoparticle arrays. The representative
scanning electron micrograph of the Fibonacci nanoparticle
array, which exhibits the highest SERS enhancement,22 is
shown in Figure 3a. The particle diameter is 200 nm, and
the minimum interparticle separation is 25 nm. Subsequently,
the fabricated chips consisting of periodic and aperiodic
arrays were cleaned by RCA1 solution (NH4OH + H2O2 +
H2O) in order to remove any organic residue from the e-beam

fabrication procedure. The smaller gold nanoparticles were
produced by an in situ growth procedure.14,17 An aqueous
solution of gold salt was formed by dissolution of 50 µL of
HAuCl4 (1 M HAuCl4 99.99% Sigma) in 100 mL of
Millipore water. Subsequently, 25 mL of 2.5 mM aqueous
solution of NaBH4 was added dropwise to the gold chloride
solution while being stirred constantly at 50 rpm The cleaned
chips with the aperiodic Au nanoparticle arrays were
submerged in the nanoparticle growth solution and were
placed in a refrigerator for 24 h. The resulting nanostructured
SERS substrates consist of large-scale, e-beam defined metal
nanoparticle arrays decorated by smaller nanoparticles
selectively grown on the particles and interstitial gap
locations, as shown in Figures 3b and 5.

This fabrication process results in nanostructures whose
features can be well controlled. The dimensions and positions
of the large nanoparticles are controlled precisely by e-beam
lithography. The nanosatellites on the gold particles can
potentially be tuned by modification of the in situ nanopar-
ticle growth procedure.14,17

The inherent randomness of the attachment locations of
the smaller nanoparticles over the e-beam defined larger ones
is not a serious cause of concern as this inhomogeneity is
restricted to a very small region around the position of the
larger particles. Moreover, we notice that in arrays with
typically more than 2000 large nanoparticles, the probability
of a favorable arrangement within the nanoparticle arrays
for optimum SERS enhancement is expected to be very large.
A similar strategy consisting of the attachment of multiple
small satellites particles to a larger one was recently
demonstrated and referred to as a “plasmonic nanoplanet”.25

Figure 3. (a) Fibonacci nanocylinder array fabricated by e-beam
lithography with particle diameter of 200 nm and minimum
interparticle separation of 25 nm. (b) Fibonacci nanogalaxy
formed by the adhesion of smaller satellite nanoparticle of 30
nm diameter .
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One of the main goals of this work was to facilitate the
adhesion of the small nanoparticles onto the larger ones
without using any chemical functionalization step in order
to avoid residual chemical impurities, which could inter-
fere with the SERS signal. In our fabrication method, the
smaller nanoparticles are directly attached to the larger
particles forming a chemical-free nanostructure.39-41

pMA Measurements on Aperiodic Nanogalaxies. The
SERS measurements on the fabricated periodic and aperiodic
nanogalaxies were performed using pMA (p-mercaptoaniline)
due to its ability to form a molecular monolayer over Au
surfaces,23 enabling the unambiguous quantification of the
SERS enhancement factor per molecule. The Raman mea-
surements were performed using a Renishaw InVia Raman
instrument operating at 785 nm in a back reflection mode
and equipped with a 50× objective (N.A. ) 0.75). SERS
data were acquired using an integration time of 10 s and
incident laser power of 0.67mW. Parts a-d of Figure 4 show
the Stokes Raman spectra of homogeneous pMA monolayers
formed on the Au periodic and aperiodic nanogalaxies with
different interparticle separations. The three dominant Stokes
modes (390, 1077, 1590 cm-1), due to the bending and
stretching modes of benzene rings in the pMA molecules,23

are clearly observed in all the spectra. The quantitative
comparison of the SERS efficiencies of different arrays is
performed by the analysis of the relative intensities of the
1077 cm-1 pMA Raman modes as discussed elsewhere.23

The experimentally measured, spatially averaged SERS
enhancement factors for different arrays are calculated with
respect to the reference Raman signal per molecule measured
on a homogeneous pMA bulk crystal using the following
relation23

Here, RSEN is the measured SERS signals from the
plasmonic nanogalaxies and NEN is the number of mol-

ecules on the arrays contributing to the measured signal.
RSREF and NREF are the analogous quantities measured from
the reference pMA sample in the absence of the SERS
substrate. These quantities are calculated using the
formula23

where Bv is the optical excitation volume (2.5 µm × 25
µm × 5 µm), DpMA is the density of pMA (1.06 g/cm3) in
the reference bulk crystal, A is the Avogadro number, and
MpMA is the molecular weight of pMA (125.19 amu). Due
the ability of pMA molecules to form a monolayer on Au
surface, the number of molecules contributing to the SERS
effect (NEN) can be estimated by the ratio of the total Au
surface illuminated by the laser beam and the geometrical
cross section of the individual pMA molecules (0.3 nm2

per molecule).42 While the estimation of the total il-
luminated Au surface is straightforward and accurate for
SERS substrates entirely fabricated by e-beam lithography,
in the case of plasmonic nanogalaxies this estimation
requires certain assumptions. From the scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) pictures of the fabricated nanogalaxies
shown in Figure 1b, the average number of smaller
nanoparticles which are attached to larger nanocylinders can
be estimated to be 5. This information enables the calculation
of the total covered Au surface area, which in turn gives the
number of molecules contributing to the SERS signal. The
enhancement factors calculated by this method are spatially
averaged values and underestimate the local Raman enhance-
ment experienced by the molecules located at the interparticle
junctions. Although this procedure can lead to a drastic
underestimation,43,44 it represents a robust and reproduc-
ible method for the estimation of the SERS enhancement
factors of complex multiscale arrays such as plasmonic
nanogalaxies.

Figure 4. Experimental stokes SERS spectra of pMA on periodic (a), Fibonacci (b), Thue-Morse (c), and Rudin-Shapiro (d) nanogalaxies
with lithographically defined minimum interparticle separation 25 nm (black), 50 nm (red), and 100 nm (green). The scaling behavior of
Raman enhancement factor calculated from experimental data in periodic (black), Fibonacci (red), Thue-Morse (green), and
Rudin-Shapiro (blue) nanogalaxies (e) and corresponding undecorated nanoparticle arrays (f). Each point in the figure is an average
over six different substrates for a given geometry and interparticle separation. The introduction of the satellite nanoparticle leads to
almost 3 orders of magnitude increase in the enhancement factor without significant perturbation of the scaling behavior.

GSERS )
RSENNREF

RSREFNEN
(1)

NREF )
BvDpMAA

MpMA
(2)
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In Figure 4e we show the SERS enhancement factors for
the various nanogalaxies plotted with respect to the minimum
interparticle separations of the e-beam defined nanocylinder
arrays. Additionally, for comparison we show in Figure 4f
the measured enhancement factors of identical aperiodic
arrays in the absence of the small satellite nanoparticles.
These data demonstrate directly that the selective attachment
of smaller satellite nanoparticles leads to a dramatic increase
of the SERS enhancement factors by 3 orders of magnitude
without significantly perturbing the scaling behavior associ-
ated with the underlying deterministic aperiodic geometry,
dictated by long-range diffractive coupling.21,22,33,34,37 The
reliability of this approach is demonstrated by noticing that
each experimental point shown in Figure 4 is an average
over six different substrates for a given geometry and
interparticle separation. Additionally the cascaded field
enhancement effects demonstrated experimentally in aperi-
odic plasmonic nanogalaxies (Figure 4) can be controlled
and engineered by varying the geometry of the larger-scale
aperiodic arrays. Finally, the large SERS enhancement factors
∼108 experimentally measured in the case of the Fibonacci
nanogalaxy only represent an underestimation of the local
enhancement value since our calculation approach assumes
that all the pMA molecules are equally contributing to the
measured SERS signal. This assumption does not hold across
the nanogalaxy substrates, and we can anticipate that the local
enhancement can be significantly larger than 108 since only
the satellite nanoparticles best located in the regions of
maximum field enhancement dominate the overall SERS
signal.

Near-Field Enhancement in the Presence of Random-
ness. Here we discuss the effects of structural randomness
on the hot spots formation in aperiodic nanogalaxies based
on GMT calculations. These simulations provide the local
SERS enhancement values considering spherical nanopar-
ticles, and thus they cannot be directly compared to spatially
aVeraged SERS data experimentally measured for arrays of
nanocylinders. However, as discussed in ref 22, the GMT

analysis qualitatively supports the scaling behavior of the
SERS enhancement data with respect to the interparticle
separations.

We now investigate the scaling of calculated Raman
enhancement values for decorated dimer structures with
random satellite positions and sizes. In particular, we consider
a nanoparticle dimer of 200 nm diameter particles and various
gap distances between 25 nm and 100 nm (Figure 5a) with
randomly attached smaller satellites of varying diameters
(20-40 nm). This analysis enables the understanding of
typical nanogalaxy morphologies where small Au nanosat-
ellites attach at different locations around the larger EBL-
defined posts. Parts b-d of Figure 5 show representative
SEM pictures of dimer satellites in three nanogalaxy arrays
with different interparticle separations. In order to account
for this experimental situation, we considered in Figure 5a
10 different realizations of the randomly decorated dimer
systems that form a double-star configuration of nanopar-
ticles. Error bars are added in Figure 5a to quantitatively
estimate the uncertainty in the calculated field values over
different realizations. The field profiles corresponding to three
different realizations of nanosatellites are shown in Figure
5, parts e-g. Interestingly, we notice by comparing the
results in Figure 5a and Figure 1b for the bare nanoparti-
cle dimer that similar SERS scaling with respect to the
particle separation is observed, irrespective of the intrinsic
randomness in the satellite attachment positions and sizes.
In addition, Figure 5a demonstrates that even in the presence
of randomness a dramatic (4 orders of magnitude) increase
in the SERS enhancement can be achieved in nanogalaxies
due to the multiscale field coupling. The predicted scaling
behavior is preserved also in the more complex case of
aperiodic arrays of decorated dimers (nanogalaxies) of
nanocylinders, as demonstrated by the experimental data in
Figure 4, parts e and f. We conclude that the proposed
nanogalaxy approach enables robust and reproducible SERS
sensing despite the presence of localized randomness in the
satellite positions.

Figure 5. (a) Theoretically predicted maximum values of Raman enhancement in a dimer composed of 200 nm diameter Au nanospheres
and decorated with smaller Au nanosatellites (a “double-star system”). (b-d) Characteristic SEM images of dimer-like structures in
aperiodic nanogalaxy arrays, where the maximum field enhancement is expected. Three to six satellites of diameters ranging from 20
to 40 nm can be attached to larger particles at arbitrary positions. The scale bars on the SEM images are 100 nm in length. (e-g)
The simulated electric field distributions in the nanostructures resembling (b-d) under the excitation by a horizontally polarized
plane wave at λ ) 785 nm.
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Conclusions. In this work, by combing top-down nano-
fabrication approach with a bottom-up fabrication tech-
nique, we successfully designed and fabricated a hybrid
multiscale aperiodic nanostructure, called “aperiodic na-
nogalaxy”, which resulted in ∼108 ( 7.28% spatially
averaged, reproducible SERS enhancement. GMT-based
electromagnetic simulations provided the physical ratio-
nale for our experimental results and clearly demonstrated
the importance of cascaded field enhancement effects for
the engineering of multiscale aperiodic structures and the
development of high-sensitivity SERS substrates. Our
combined computational and experimental study demon-
strates that ∼108 spatially averaged SERS enhancement
values can be achieved in rationally designed planar
plasmonic structures. Future work will focus on further
substrate optimization by investigating nanoparticles with
different shapes and smaller separations. The ability to
accurately design and controllably fabricate plasmonic
multiscale nanostructures with high and reproducible field-
enhanced hot spots is quintessential for the development
of the next generation SERS substrates.
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